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2 scrapwood

it’s a jungle in here
Let your walls go wild with these exuberant
natural motifs and magnificent murals
Compiled by Diane Chan and Elizabeth Pagliacolo
Photography by Chris Chapman / Set design by Jentry Chin
84 may 2014
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Beams and planks inspired by a rustic
barn aesthetic make up Piet Hein Eek’s
latest paper for NXNL. The nine-metre-long
roll, in eight patterns, contains no repeats.
$335 per roll, s crapwoodwallpaper.com,
areandbe.com
1 bloody empire

3 creature Wall

Nature gets a bit messy in Timorous
Beasties’ digital and hand-printed papers,
where vibrant images of bees and blood –
in red, green, grey and royal blue – starkly
contrast the muted damask background.
$665 per roll, timorousbeasties.com

Known for his hyperreal images on white
backgrounds, Andrew Zuckerman herded a
menagerie – including the zebra and a bird
with a worm – into Creature Wall, a mural for
Maharam that also features cougars and
giraffes. Price on request, maharam.com
azuremagazine.com
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The customizable kaleidoscopic colours
of Creative Matters’ wallpaper are printed
on removable vinyl, making it suitable
for residential or commercial use. $150 per
square metre, c reativemattersinc.com
5 trace

Depicting a forest silhouetted against
water (a strip of which is seen here),
Trove’s serene offering combines
photography and illustration. $172 per
square metre, troveline.com

6 mr. blow

7 iso satakieli

With a blowfish floating in two directions,
this whimsical paper from Abnormals
Anonymous is printed with VOC-free inks.
The shade shown is called Bone Thugs &
Harmony. $78 per metre,
abnormalsanonymous.com

Marimekko’s at-one-with-nature
wallcovering combines two rolls (only one
is shown) to create a poetic mirrored
colourway, in a dual pattern, that measures
1.5 by three metres. $325 per mural (two
rolls), marimekko.com, newwall.com

Moooi’s altdeutsche grandfather clock courtesy of Klaus, Toronto
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8 galaxy glitch

Toronto’s Rollout looked up to the sky
and was inspired to design this abstract
representation of the firmament, available
in custom colours and sizes. $108 per
square metre, r ollout.ca
may 2014 85
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dining
out

Café seating and dinettes for eating
al fresco on summer days
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1 Biophilia by Vondom
For Spain’s Vondom, Ross Lovegrove took
inspiration from the organic facade of
Antoni Gaudí’s Sagrada Família basilica in
Barcelona. The designer’s vibrant chairs –
made of roto-moulded, recyclable poly
ethylene resin, in brights and neutrals – are
defined by their fluid lines. v ondom.com

2 Flip Side Table by Richard Lampert
This compact, lightweight table takes up
minimal space when propping up a drink
tray and summer reading material, and
it folds easily for storage. Ideal for patio
or dining environments, it comes in 10
bright colours, including blood orange and
bronze. richard‑lampert.de

6

3 Stresa by Ligne Roset
Stresa’s stackable dining chair by Didier
Gomez invites you to sink in. It has a
braided rope backrest and seat in dyed
polypropylene in grey, brown or black,
with an optional removable cushion. The
frame is made of rustproof steel, then
lacquered with anti-UV polyester.
ligne‑roset‑usa.com
4 Kaffe by Blå Station
This modern, stackable take on the classic
café chair is formed out of lacquered
tubular steel, with a moulded polyurethane
foam cushion. blastation.com

5 Grace by Emu
In red, light green or mustard yellow, this
die-cast aluminum chair and table set with
a vintage aesthetic suits backyards and
cafés. emu.it
6 Aram by Gandia Blasco
Now in yellow, these woven tables and
stools, in low and high styles, exemplify
the Zenlike feel you can expect from
Tokyo’s Nendo. Handmade in thermolacquered wire, each piece is unique.
gandiablasco.com
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Design File

outdoor furniture

poolside
chic

Loungers and patio
seating for taking in the
sunshine in style
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1 Orlando by Paola Lenti
Designed by Claesson Koivisto Rune and
Bestetti Associati, this lounge seating will
liven up any patio. Orlando, in four sizes,
can be specified in over 200 colours and
three different fabrics. paolalenti.com
2 Swingrest by Dedon
Like many of the German manufacturer’s
furnishings, this suspended basket lounger
was dreamt up at a resort-style living
lab in Siargao, the Philippines. Designed by
Daniel Pouzet, it comes with a 360-degree
rotating base and is available in natural or
a special-order pink. dedon.de
96 may 2014
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3 Low Collection by Viteo
Get down, get way down. The Low seating
range, handmade in Corian, guarantees
that you’ll want to lounge for a while.
Lending a futuristic feel, poolside or in the
backyard, the collection includes tables
and lounge chairs with optional upholstery.
viteo.com

6

4 Le Parc by Minotti
Inspired by old world wrought iron, this
graceful collection of laser-cut patio
pieces, in white or silver-black, includes
sofas, benches, chairs, and tables. The
seating comes with removable, waterrepellent cushions. minotti.com

6 Filo Outdoor by Living Divani
An evolution of Piero Lissoni’s indoor
collection from 2002, this two- or threeseater for the outdoors features a tubular
steel frame and an iroko wood shell, with
removable, weatherproof ribbed upholstery.
livingdivani.it

5 Mirto by B&B Italia
Antonio Citterio presents an elemental
recliner in Mirto, part of a line with tables
and chairs in die-cast aluminum and
mesh, which can be specified in monochromatic or contrasting palettes of white and
tan. Discreet rollers enable it to be moved
into and out of the sun. b ebitalia.com
azuremagazine.com
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trailer

To make a long story short
How one artist reimagines a storybook ending

106 may 2014
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Like Andersen, Van Straaten reaches us via the
medium of print. Since 2009, he has primarily
sculpted with computer software, generating his
works at Belgium’s i.materialise prototyping lab.
Although the figures resemble their hand-painted
porcelain antecedents, they are manufactured
from layers of powder mixed with a liquid binder
made of glue and coloured ink. A self-confessed
perfectionist, he prefers this method – his own
means of escapism – over traditional sculpting and
its inevitable accidents.
His statuettes, which typically stand 38 centimetres tall, feature young girls with a Lolita-esque

quality. They look hyperreal, yet retain an echo
of their digital roots. “Folk tales, as well as
religious images and those of pop culture, get all
mixed in my head and come out in my fantasies,”
says van Straaten, who has recently shown work
in Tokyo and Amsterdam. With 3-D printers now
readily available, soon we may all be manufacturing our own storybook endings.

PHOTO courtesy of the artist

Her life may be a fairy tale, but the Little Mermaid
deserves a getaway just as much as anyone.
With his 3-D-printed sculpture, Dutch artist Eric
van Straaten envisions a vacation (the all-inclusive
kind) for the beleaguered heroine. In Hans Christian
Andersen’s original story, she loses her tail, her
voice, and ultimately her life, in the pursuit of an
unattainable prince. This Little Mermaid though
lies splayed out on a chaise longue, wearing
sunglasses, with an empty bottle of booze and a
pack of cigarettes at her side, suggesting that
her modern vices afford her the escape that an
archetypal royal could never achieve.

Emily Urquhart is a folklorist living in temperate
Victoria, B.C. If she had her own 3-D printer, the
busy mother – who has a memoir in the works –
would like for it to make her dinner.
azuremagazine.com
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